Computational disease gene prioritization: an appraisal.
Bioinformatics aids in the understanding of the biological processes of living beings and the genetic architecture of human diseases. The discovery of disease-related genes improves the diagnosis and therapy design for the disease. To save the cost and time involved in the experimental verification of the candidate genes, computational methods are employed for ranking the genes according to their likelihood of being associated with the disease. Only top-ranked genes are then verified experimentally. A variety of methods have been conceived by the researchers for the prioritization of the disease candidate genes, which differ in the data source being used or the scoring function used for ranking the genes. A review of various aspects of computational disease gene prioritization and its research issues is presented in this article. The aspects covered are gene prioritization process, data sources used, types of prioritization methods, and performance assessment methods. This article provides a brief overview and acts as a quick guide for disease gene prioritization.